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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Low-dose computed tomography screening
(LDCT) and lung nodule programs (LNP) promote early
lung cancer detection, improve survival; Multidisciplinary
Care Programs (MDC) promote guideline-concordant care.
The impact of such program-based care on “real-world”
lung cancer survival is unquantified. We evaluated out-
comes of lung cancer care delivered through structured
programs in a community health care system.

Methods: We conducted a cohort study linking institutional
prospective observational LDCT, LNP and MDC databases
with Tumor Registry of Baptist Cancer Center facilities. We
categorized all patients diagnosed with lung cancer between
2011 and 2021 into program-based care versus non-
program-based care cohorts. We compared patient charac-
teristics, stage distribution, treatment modalities, survival
and mortality in each pathway of care.

Results: Of 12,148 patients, 237, 1,165, 1,140 and 9,606
were diagnosed through the LDCT, LNP, MDC or no
program, respectively; non-program-based care sequen-
tially diminished from 96.3% to 66.5%, diagnosis through
LDCT increased from 0.5% to 7.1%, LNP from 3.5% to
20.8%; and MDC alone decreased from a high of 12.8% in
2014 to 5.6% in 2021. Program-based care was associ-
ated with earlier stage (p < 0.001), higher surgical
resection rates (p < 0.001), greater use of adjuvant
therapy (p < 0.001), better aggregate and stage-stratified
survival (p < 0.001), and lower all-cause and lung
cancer-specific mortality (p < 0.001). Recipients of non-
program-based care were considerably less likely to
receive lung cancer treatment; results remained consistent
when patients receiving no treatment were excluded.
Conclusions: Program-based care was associated with sub-
stantially better survival. Increasing access to program-based
care should be explored as a matter of urgent public policy.

� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of
the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND li-
cense (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/).

Keywords: Multidisciplinary Care; Early detection; Lung
cancer screening; Lung nodule programs; Quality of care;
Public health

Introduction
The aggregate 5-year survival rate of persons diag-

nosed with lung cancer in the United States (US) is
approximately 23%.1 Most patients have regional or
metastatic disease, for which treatment is more toxic,
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less effective and more expensive.1 The National Lung
Screening Trial revealed that low-dose computer to-
mography (LDCT) scanning of healthy volunteers at high
risk for lung cancer shifted lung cancer to earlier stage,
improved survival, and reduced mortality.2 US lung
cancer statistics already reveal an evolving redistribu-
tion to earlier stage since 2015, when LDCT lung cancer
screening became a covered healthcare benefit.1–3

However, implementation barriers limit access to
screening, especially for marginalized populations.4–10

Programs to promote guideline-concordant manage-
ment of incidentally-detected lung nodules provide a
complementary approach to early lung cancer detec-
tion.11 Such Lung Nodule Programs (LNP) are also
associated with improved lung cancer survival.11,12

Multidisciplinary Care Programs (MDC) promote
guideline-concordant lung cancer care and potentially
improve survival.13,14 We previously reported that pa-
tients with lung cancer diagnosed through the early
detection programs had considerably better survival
than patients diagnosed through MDC.11 Accurate
assessment of the value of early lung cancer detection
programs in heterogeneous, ‘real-world’ populations
requires comparison to those receiving non-program-
based care.

We compared the outcomes and selected trends of
outcomes of “program-based” lung cancer care through
the early detection programs- LDCT, LNP- and MDC
versus nonprogram-based care in a large community
health care system serving a population with some of the
heaviest US lung cancer burden. We sought to quantify
the relative benefits of program-based care.

Materials and Methods
Population

The Baptist Memorial Health Care Corporation
(BMHCC), a not-for-profit community health care system,
serves a diverse population across 111-counties in
Eastern Arkansas, Mississippi, Western Tennessee,
Southwestern Kentucky, Southeastern Missouri and
Northwestern Alabama. Forty-four percent of BMHCC’s
service area are Delta Regional Authority counties,
identified by the US congress as the most socio-
economically disadvantaged, with the highest US per-
capita lung cancer incidence and mortality rates.15,16

Data Sources
With BMHCC Institutional Review Board approval,

including a waiver of the informed consent requirement
for this low-risk observational study, we cross-linked the
prospectively collected institutional LDCT, LNP and MDC
databases with data from all BMHCC tumor regis-
tries.11,14,17 Implementation of the MDC began in 2011.
Structured implementation the LDCT and LNP began in
2015 as part of the ongoing ‘Detecting Early Lung Cancer
in the Mississippi Delta’ project. For this analysis, we
used tumor registry data from 2011, when the MDC
program commenced (and the initial National Lung
Screening Trial results were published), to 2021 (the
most recent year with complete vital statistics).

Program-Based Patient Categories
We categorized patients present in any of the BMHCC

program databases as having received program-based
care. We followed a mutual exclusivity hierarchy of
LDCT > LNP > MDC for those present in multiple pro-
gram databases.

Patients in the tumor registry who were absent from
all three program databases were identified as non-
program based care recipients. We defined the MDC
cohort strictly as patients whose care had been pro-
spectively reviewed in a structured Multidisciplinary
Thoracic Oncology Conference which we implemented
with rigorous Team Science principles.14,18–22 Only such
patients were captured in the MDC database. Patients
outside this structured program were categorized as
non-program-based care recipients, irrespective of dis-
cussion in other forums within or outside BMHCC.

Variables and End Points
Data on recipients of non-program-based care were

not prospectively collected. For consistency, we extrac-
ted all analysis variables from the tumor registry, using
the database linkages solely to categorize patients ac-
cording to program. Variables included patient de-
mographics; co-morbid conditions; cancer
characteristics including histologic type, tumor size and
stage; treatment including surgical, non-surgical treat-
ments, and non-treatment. We used the Rural-Urban
Commuting Area of patients’ residential and facility
zip-codes at the time of cancer diagnosis to assign pa-
tient- and facility-level rurality.17,23

Statistical Analysis
We summarized patient demographics, cancer and

treatment characteristics with means, medians, fre-
quencies, and percentages among each program
pathway. To determine differences across programs, we
employed Kruskal-Wallis and chi-squared tests (Fisher’s
exact tests were used for small sample sizes). We
examined survival and mortality differences across
pathway groups using several approaches. We first
summarized follow-up time since diagnosis with means
and median for each pathway and compared with
Kruskal-Wallis tests. Furthermore, we calculated overall,
1-, 3-, and 5- year survival estimates using the life table
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method, present Kaplan-Meier plots, and compared dif-
ferences with log-rank tests. We quantified the hazards
of death with Cox proportional hazards models and
compared each program to non-program participants
(reference level). We present crude hazard ratios (HRs),
with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and adjusted HRs
for age, sex, race, patient-level rurality and histology.
Lastly, we examined crude mortality and rates of lung-
cancer specific death across the programs with chi-
squared tests.

We examined statistical trends over time (2011–
2021) for program utilization, stage distribution at time
of diagnosis, and treatments. Specifically, we examined
trends in the proportion of patients using a program, the
proportion of early-staged patients (clinical stage I and
II), and proportions of patients receiving surgery, sys-
temic treatment, no treatment, radiation, neoadjuvant,
and adjuvant treatment. We first assessed if any mono-
tonic trend was present over the years using a two-sided
Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test, then employed a one-
sided MK test to evaluate whether the proportion of
the outcome increases or decreases annually. To mini-
mize the effect of secular changes in lung cancer care and
outcomes, we repeated our survival analyses among
patients diagnosed from 2015 to 2021, when all pro-
grams had been established.24

Sensitivity Analyses
In an effort to combat missing data, we repeated the

survival analysis excluding patients receiving no treat-
ment for both the full (2011–2021) and recent (2015–
2021) cohorts. Furthermore, we adjusted for facility-
instead of patient-level rurality in the adjusted HR
models for this sensitivity analysis. All analyses were
conducted in R (R Core Team, 2021) with a level of 0.05.

Results
Cohort Characteristics

From January 2011 to December 2021, 12,148 pa-
tients with lung cancer were in the BMHCC tumor reg-
istry: 2,542 received program-based care, 237 LDCT,
1,165 LNP, and 1,140 MDC; and 9,606 received non-
program-based care (Table 1). The median age of pa-
tients ranged from 68 years in the MDC to 70 years in
LNP. Women, 46.3% of the whole cohort, were more
likely to receive program-based care, including 49.8%
of patients in the LDCT, 50.3% in the MDC and 52.5%
in the LNP, compared with 45.0% of recipients of non-
program-based care (p < 0.001). Black persons, 27.7%
of the whole cohort, varied significantly across pro-
grams –13.5% of LDCT, 25.3% of LNP, 30.9% of MDC,
and 27.9% of non-program-based care recipients (p <

0.001).
Forty-one percent of patients resided in rural areas,
including 29.1%of LDCT, 23.2%of LNP, 24.0%ofMDCand
45.1% of non-program-based care recipients (p < 0.001);
of which 5.0% received program-based care while 35.6%
received non-program-based care (ratio 1:7.1). By
contrast, among the metropolitan residents 15.9%
received program-based care and 43.4% received non-
program-based care (ratio 1:2.7). Patients’ smoking his-
tory differed between programs: 53.6% of patients in the
LDCT program actively smoked at the time of diagnosis,
compared with 39.0% in the LNP, 33.9% in the MDC, and
29.8% of nonprogram-based care recipients; 0.8%, 10.0%,
9.2% and 5.8% of patients in the respective pathways
never smoked, p < 0.001. However, smoking history was
unknown in 38.2% of the nonprogram-based cohort
comparedwith 6.6% in theLNP to14.1% inMDC (Table 1).
Adoption of Program-Based Care
A sequentially higher proportion of the cohort, from

3.7% in 2011, to 33.5% in 2021, received program-
based care (increasing MK trend, p < 0.001;
Supplementary Table 1A and B and Supplementary
Fig. 1). The components of program-based care
evolved: MDC, the predominant program early on,
ranged from 100% from 2011 to 2014, to 76.3% in
2015. From 2016 to 2021 the LNP became the pre-
dominant pathway of program-based care increasing to
62.1%, while MDC dropped to 16.7% in 2021. The LDCT
pathway expanded from 0.5% of all patients in 2015 to
7.1% by 2021, while LNP evolved from 3.5% to 20.8%.
The ratio of lung cancer diagnosis through the LDCT and
LNP changed from 1:6.8 in 2015 to 1:2.9 in 2021.
Nonprogram-based care sequentially decreased from
96.3% in 2011 to 66.5% in 2021 (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Lung Cancer Characteristics
A plurality of patients across all pathways had

adenocarcinoma, ranging from 41.1% in the non-
program-based cohort to 47.7% in MDC
(Supplementary Table 2). Radiologic tumor size was a
median of 20 mm (interquartile range [IQR]: 13–34), 25
mm (17–44), 35mm (20–55) and 35 mm (20–55) in the
LDCT, LNP, MDC and non-program-based cohorts,
respectively (p < 0.001). Clinical stage was early (clinical
stage I or II) in 55.7%, 44.8%, 31.0% and 21.9% and
stage IV in 17.3%, 31.2%, 34.0% and 50.9%, respectively
(p < 0.001). Clinical stage was not reported in 10.1%,
8.6%, 15.9% and 14.2%, in the respective pathways
(Supplementary Table 2). The proportion with early-
stage disease significantly increased over time (MK
trend p < 0.001, Fig. 1), with early aggregate clinical
stage evolving from 14.8% in 2011 to 32.5% in 2021
(Supplementary Table 1A and B).



Table 1. Characteristics of Patients Diagnosed With Lung Cancer Through Four Different Program Pathways

Patient Characteristicsa

LDCT LNP MDC Non-Program

p-ValueN ¼ 237 N ¼ 1165 N ¼ 1140 N ¼ 9606

Age <0.001
Mean (SD) 68.7 (5.9) 69.5 (9.5) 67.4 (10.4) 68.9 (10.4)
Median (IQR) 69 (65–73) 70 (63–76) 68 (60–75) 6 9(62–76)
(Min–Max) (55–87) (37–98) (24–95) (19–99)

Sex <0.001
Male 119 (50.2) 553 (47.5) 567 (49.7) 5286 (55.0)
Female 118 (49.8) 612 (52.5) 573 (50.3) 4318 (45.0)
Missing 0 0 0 2 (0.02)

Race <0.001
White 205 (86.5) 865 (74.3) 774 (67.9) 6846 (71.3)
Black 32 (13.5) 295 (25.3) 352 (30.9) 2681 (27.9)
Asian 0 4 (0.34) 9 (0.8) 33 (0.3)
Other 0 1 (0.09) 3 (0.3) 19 (0.2)
Missing 0 0 2 (0.2) 27 (0.3)

Insurance <0.001
Medicare 190 (80.2) 860 (73.8) 771 (67.6) 6826 (71.1)
Medicaid 14 (5.9) 71 (6.1) 62 (5.4) 514 (5.3)
Commercial 33 (13.9) 199 (17.1) 256 (22.5) 1794 (18.7)
Self-insured/not reported 0 35 (3.0) 51 (4.5) 472 (4.9)

Rurality <0.001
Metropolitan 168 (70.9) 892 (76.5) 867 (76.1) 5269 (54.8)
Rural 69 (29.1) 270 (23.2) 273 (23.9) 4328 (45.1)
Missing 0 3 (0.3) 0 9 (0.1)

Smoking status <0.001
Active 127 (53.6) 454 (39.0) 386 (33.9) 2860 (29.8)
Successfully quit 90 (38.0) 518 (44.5) 488 (42.8) 2522 (26.2)
Never 2 (0.8) 116 (10.0) 105 (9.2) 557 (5.8)
Unk/NR 18 (7.6) 77 (6.5) 161 (14.1) 3667 (38.2)

Smoking typeb nb ¼ 127 nb ¼ 454 nb ¼ 386 nb ¼ 2860 0.305
Cigarettes 125 (98.4) 433 (95.4) 370 (95.8) 2747 (96.1)
Cigar/pipe 1 (0.8) 2 (0.4) 5 (1.3) 29 (1.0)
Snuff/chew/smokeless 1 (0.8) 17 (3.8) 6 (1.6) 60 (2.1)
Combination 0 2 (0.4) 5 (1.3) 24 (0.8)
Unk/NR 0 0 0 0

Comorbidity Distribution <0.001
Mean (SD) 0.5 (0.8) 0.5 (0.7) 0.2 (0.6) 0.2 (0.6)
Median (Q1–Q3) 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1) 0 (0–0) 0 (0–0)
(Min–Max) (0–4) (0–3) (0–4) (0–5)

Charlson comorbidity score <0.001
0 145 (61.2) 762 (65.4) 944 (82.8) 7947 (82.7)
1 82 (34.6) 371 (31.8) 184 (16.1) 1510 (15.7)
2 10 (4.2) 32 (2.8) 12 (1.1) 149 (1.6)

aPercentage is computed by the column head N unless it specified.
bSmoking type uses the number of people who actively smoke and those who have successfully quit.
IQR, interquartile range; LDCT, lung cancer screening program; LNP, Lung Nodule Program; Max, maximum; MDC, multidisciplinary care program; Min, min-
imum; NR, not reported; Q, quartile; Unk, unknown.
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Treatment
Treatment varied significantly between programs –

2,627 patients (21.6%) had surgery, including 46.8%,
35.2%, 39.2% and 17.3%, in the LDCT, LNP, MDC and
non-program-based pathways (p < 0.0001), respectively
(Table 2). Among recipients of surgery, aggregate path-
ologic stage was I in 69.4%, 63.9%, 41.0% and 44.2%
and II - IV (typically candidates for adjuvant therapy) in
18.9%, 22.4%, 30.3% and 22.7%, respectively (p <

0.001). Surgery was the sole treatment modality in
29.1%, 24.1%, 17.9% and 11.4%, respectively (p <

0.001); although rates differed between programs, the
overall rate of surgery was consistent over time (MK
trend two-sided p ¼ 0.213; Supplementary Table 1A).

The proportion that received systemic treatment was
lowest among LDCT (9.7%) and highest among non-



Figure 1. Stage distribution of lung cancers diagnosed across all pathways of care, 2011 to 2021, indicating an increasing
trend in early-stage diagnoses (p < 0.001).
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program patients, while radiation therapy was least used
among MDC (8.5%) and most among LDCT and LNP
(14.3% and 14.4%, respectively) (p < 0.001; Table 2).
The overall rate of systemic treatment decreased over
time (MK decreasing trend p ¼ 0.015) while rates of
radiation increased over time (MK increasing trend
p ¼ 0.002; Supplementary Table 1A and B).

Only 26.6% of recipients of non-program-based care
received adjuvant therapy, compared with 32.8% in
program-based care, including 32.4%, 25.1% and 39.9%
in LDCT, LNP and MDC, respectively (p < 0.001). In the
respective programs, 5.9%, 16.3%, and 6.5% of patients
received no treatment for their lung cancer. In aggregate,
278 of 2542 patients (10.9%) in any of the three pro-
grams received no treatment, compared with 24.3% of
patients who received non-program-based care (Table 2).
However, there was no change in overall rates of no
treatment, neoadjuvant, or adjuvant treatment over time
(MK two-sided trend p > 0.05, Supplementary Table 1A).
Survival and Mortality
In the whole cohort, the median duration of follow-up

from the date of lung cancer diagnosis was 11.0 months
(IQR: 3.4–29.0), a combination of 17.4 months (IQR:
10.1–31.7), 15.5 months (IQR: 6.0–35.9), 21.8 months
(IQR: 8.7–46.2), and 9.5 months (IQR: 2.8–25.0) in the
respective pathways. Median survival was not reached
(95% CI: 49.5–not reached) for LDCT versus 36.8
months (29.0–43.8) for LNP versus 30.3 months (27.3–
33.7) for MDC versus 11.2 months (10.8–11.7) for non-
program, p < 0.001 (Fig. 2A and Supplementary
Fig. 2A). Aggregate 3-year survival was 61.0% (95%
CI: 54.0%–70.0%) versus 50.0% (47.0%–53.0%) versus
45.0% (42.0%–48.0%) versus 26.0% (25.0%–27.0%),
respectively (p < 0.001). Aggregate 5-year survival rates
were: 55.0% (46.0%–66.0%), 42.0% (38.0%–46.0%),
35.0% (32.0%–39.0%), and 18.0% (17.0%–9.0%),
respectively (p < 0.001). Stage-stratified 3- and 5-year
survival also differed in the same pattern (Table 3).
With non-program-based care for reference, the crude
HR was 0.3 (95% CI: 0.24–0.39), 0.5 (0.48–0.57) and 0.6
(0.53–0.62) for recipients of care through LDCT, LNP and
MDC, respectively. Adjusting for age, sex, race, patient-
level rurality and histologic type, the adjusted HR
(aHR) were 0.3(95% CI: 0.26–0.41), 0.5(0.50–0.59), and
0.6(0.56–0.66).

Over the course of follow-up, 8,556 patients (70.4%)
died, including 70 (29.5%) in LDCT, 543 (46.6%) in LNP,
709 (62.2%) in MDC and 7,234 (75.3%) in the non-
program-based pathway of care (Table 3). The cause of
death was not reported in 34, 240, 332 and 2,958 pa-
tients in the respective programs. With the caveat that
cause of death was unspecified in a high proportion of
cases, the LDCT, LNP, MDC and non-program pathways
accounted for 0.8%, 7.1%, 8.8% and 83.3% of the known
lung cancer-specific deaths, while representing 2%,
9.6%, 9.4% and 79.1% of the whole cohort.
Survival and Mortality in the Subset From 2015
to 2021

When limited to those diagnosed from 2015 to
2021, the median duration of follow-up was, 17.4 (IQR:



Table 2. Treatment Received by Patients With Lung Cancer Diagnosed Through Four Different Pathways

Treatment Characteristics

LDCT LNP MDC Non-Program

p-ValueN ¼ 237 N ¼ 1165 N ¼ 1140 N ¼ 9606

Modality <0.0001
Surgery only 69 (29.1) 281 (24.1) 204 (17.9) 1092 (11.4)
Any surgery 111 (46.8) 410 (35.2) 446 (39.1) 1660 (17.3)
Any curative-intent treatment:

surgery or definitive radiation
158 (66.7) 702 (60.3) 643 (56.4) 4831 (50.3)

Systemic treatment 23 (9.7) 146 (12.5) 189 (16.6) 1886(19.6)
Radiation only 34 (14.4) 167 (14.3) 97 (8.5) 1202 (12.5)
Radiation with other 55 (23.2) 251 (21.6) 334 (29.3) 2519 (26.2)
No treatment 14 (5.9) 190 (16.3) 74 (6.5) 2338 (24.3)

Adjuvant therapy for recipients of surgery

Neoadjuvant na ¼ 111 na ¼ 410 na ¼ 446 na ¼ 1660 <0.001
No 109 (98.2) 394 (96.1) 391 (87.7) 1558 (93.9)
Yes 2 (1.8) 16 (3.9) 55 (12.3) 102 (6.1)

Adjuvant <0.001
No 75 (67.6) 307 (74.9) 268 (60.1) 1219 (73.4)
Yes 36 (32.4) 103 (25.1) 178 (39.9) 441 (26.6)

Both 0 4 (1.0) 9 (2.0) 14 (0.84) 0.038
Pathologic tumor size (mm) 0.004

Mean (SD) 24.1 (14.5) 24.8 (13.9) 31.26 (18.3) 26.8 (16.4)
Median (Q1–Q3) 20 (15–27) 22 (15–30) 27 (18–40.8) 22 (15–33)
(Min–Max) (8–77) (2–80) (0–90) (0–91)

Aggregate pathologic stage <0.001
Stage I 77 (69.4) 262 (63.9) 183 (41.0) 733 (44.2)
Stage II 10 (9.0) 49 (11.9) 63 (14.1) 184 (11.1)
Stage III 10 (9.0) 31 (7.6) 34 (7.6) 125 (7.5)
Stage IV 1 (0.9) 12 (2.9) 38 (8.6) 67 (4.0)
Not Reported 13 (11.7) 56 (13.7) 128 (28.7) 551 (33.2)

Combined pathologic stage <0.001
Early stage 87 (78.4) 311 (75.8) 246 (55.2) 917 (55.2)
Advanced stage 11 (9.9) 43 (10.5) 72 (16.1) 192 (11.6)
Not reported 13 (11.7) 56 (13.7) 128 (28.7) 551 (33.2)

Modality percentages are used the column head as the denominator; adjuvant therapy percentage used the number of patients underwent surgery; p-value of
the modality is computed with four exclusive groups: surgery only, systemic therapy, radiation only and no treatment.
aDenominator for all column percentages (numbers in parentheses) is patients within column category who had surgery.
LDCT, lung cancer screening program; LNP, Lung Nodule Program; Max, maximum; MDC, multidisciplinary care program; Min, minimum; Q, quartile.
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10.1–31.7), 15.5 (IQR: 6.0–35.9), 16.7 (IQR: 7.4–35.7),
8.8 (IQR: 2.5–23.0) months, respectively; Median sur-
vival was not reached (95% CI: 49.5–not reached)
versus 36.8 months (95% CI: 29.0–43.8) versus 25.3
months (95% CI: 22.9–29.5) versus 11.1 months (95%
CI: 10.4–11.7), p value less than 0.001 (Fig. 2B,
Supplementary Table 3, and Supplementary Fig. 2B).
Among the 7,912 patients from 2015 to 2021, 5071 of
7912 (64.1%) had died, including 70 of 237 (29.5%) in
LDCT, 543 of 1165 (46.6%) in LNP, 444 of 759 (58.5%)
in MDC and 4014 of 5,751 (69.8%) nonprogram-based
care patients.

With non-program-based care for reference, the
crude HR was 0.3 (95% CI: 0.24–0.39), 0.5 (95% CI:
0.48–0.57) and 0.6 (95% CI: 0.56–0.68) for recipients of
care through LDCT, LNP and MDC, respectively.
Adjusting for age, sex, race, patient-level rurality and
histologic type, the aHR was 0.3 (95% CI: 0.26–0.41),
0.5 (95% CI: 0.50–0.60), and 0.6 (95% CI: 0.58–0.71),
respectively. Stage-stratified analysis revealed a similar
pattern to the aggregated cohort comparison
(Supplementary Table 3).
Sensitivity Analyses
Excluding patients who received no treatment, the

aHR was 0.4 (95% CI: 0.27–0.45), 0.5 (0.46–0.57) and
0.7 (0.61–0.71), p value less than 0.001 (Supplementary
Table 4). Adjusting for age, sex, race, insurance, facility-
level rurality (rather than patient-level rurality) and
histologic type, the aHR was 0.4 (0.28–0.46), 0.5 (0.49–
0.60) and 0.7 (0.64–0.75), p value less than 0.001. Re-
sults were similar in the cohort from 2015 to 2021
(Supplementary Tables 5 and 6).



Figure 2. (A) Kaplan-Meier plots for survival distribution stratified by program pathway, 2011 to 2021. (B) Kaplan-Meier plots
for survival distribution stratified by program pathway, 2015 to 2021.
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Discussion
Care within three specific programs to promote lung

cancer screening, guideline-concordant management of
incidentally-detected lung nodules and structured
multidisciplinary decision-making was associated with
considerable survival benefit among patients diagnosed
with lung cancer in this large community health care
system. Program-based care was associated with earlier
stage at diagnosis, with 56% of LDCT, 45% of LNP, 31%
of MDC and 22% of the non-program-based care cohorts
diagnosed at stage I or II. The program-based care cohort
was considerably more likely to undergo surgical
resection, including surgery without adjuvant therapy.

Despite distribution to lower pathologic stage, the
program-based cohort was also more likely to receive
adjuvant therapy; non-program-based care was associated
higher non-treatment rates. Nevertheless, the survival dif-
ferences remained consistent when patients who received
no treatment were excluded. Non-program-based care
remained associatedwith considerably greater hazard. All-
cause mortality and lung cancer-specific mortality were
substantially higher in the non-program-based cohort.



Table 3. Survival Rates, Crude and Adjusted Hazards of Patients Diagnosed With Lung Cancer Through Four Different
Pathways of Care: 2011 to 2021

Survival

LDCT LNP MDC Non-Program

p-ValueN ¼ 237 N ¼ 1165 N ¼ 1140 N ¼ 9606

Duration of follow-up from diagnosis (mo) <0.001
Mean (SD) 23.1 (18.5) 22.8(20.1) 32.1 (30.4) 19.9 (26.0)
Median (IQR) 17.4 (10.1–31.7) 15.5(6.0–35.9) 21.8(8.7–46.2) 9.5 (2.8–25.0)
(Min–Max) (0–85.8) (0–91.1) (0.1–135.5) (0–139.0)

Crude Overall Survival (95% CI)
1-y

Aggregate 83 (79–89) 69 (66–71) 69 (67–72) 48 (47–49) <0.001
Stage I 94 (89–98) 90 (87–93) 93 (90–96) 84 (82–86) <0.001
Stage II 100 (100–100) 75 (66–86) 79 (71–88) 70 (65–74) 0.047
Stage III 73 (59–89) 63 (56–71) 69 (63–75) 57 (54–59) <0.001
Stage IV 52 (38–72) 40 (35–45) 45 (41–51) 28 (26–29) <0.001

3-y
Aggregate 61 (54–70) 50 (47–53) 45 (42–48) 26 (25–27) <0.001
Stage I 82 (73–91) 73 (68–78) 71 (65–77) 59 (57–62) <0.001
Stage II 56 (29–100) 43 (31–59) 51 (41–63) 39 (34–45) 0.047
Stage III 39 (22–68) 44 (36–54) 43 (37–51) 27 (24–30) <0.001
Stage IV 20 (10–42) 21 (17–27) 21 (17–26) 9 (8–10) <0.001

5-y
Aggregate 55 (46–66) 42 (38–46) 35 (32–39) 18 (17–19) <0.001
Stage I 78 (68–90) 61 (55–68) 61 (54–68) 44 (42–47) <0.001
Stage II 0 (NA–NA) 38 (26–57) 39 (29–53) 27 (22–33) 0.047
Stage III 39 (22–68) 34 (23–50) 32 (25–40) 18 (16–21) <0.001
Stage IV 20 (10–42) 17 (12–23) 15 (11–20) 5 (5–6) <0.001

Unadjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)
Aggregate 0.3 (0.24–0.39) 0.5 (0.48–0.57) 0.6 (0.53–0.62) Ref
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Stage I 0.4 (0.23–0.62) 0.6 (0.53–0.77) 0.7 (0.54–0.81) Ref
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Stage II 0.5 (0.21–1.22) 0.8 (0.57–1.13) 0.7 (0.52–0.96) Ref
p-Value 0.126 0.201 0.028
Stage III 0.6 (0.38–0.99) 0.7 (0.57–0.88) 0.6 (0.53–0.76) Ref
p-Value 0.044 0.002 <0.001
Stage IV 0.5 (0.35–0.75) 0.7 (0.62–0.80) 0.6 (0.53–0.66) Ref
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Adjusted hazard ratio (age, sex, race, insurance, patient-level rurality, histology)
Aggregate 0.3 (0.26–0.41) 0.5 (0.50–0.59) 0.6 (0.56–0.66) Ref
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Stage I 0.4 (0.24–0.66) 0.7 (0.54–0.79) 0.7 (0.59–0.88) Ref
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 0.002
Stage II 0.5 (0.20–1.17) 0.8 (0.57–1.15) 0.7 (0.51–0.95) Ref
p-Value 0.107 0.242 0.022
Stage III 0.7 (0.42–1.10) 0.8 (0.61–0.94) 0.7 (0.56–0.81) Ref
p-Value 0.114 0.013 <0.001
Stage IV 0.5 (0.34–0.74) 0.7 (0.63–0.81) 0.6 (0.55–0.70) Ref
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Vital statusa

Final vital status <0.001
Alive 167 (70.5) 622 (53.4) 431 (37.8) 2372 (24.7)
Dead 70 (29.5) 543 (46.6) 709 (62.2) 7234 (75.3)

Cause of death na ¼ 70 na ¼ 543 na ¼ 709 na ¼ 7234 <0.001
Lung cancer-specific 29 (41.4) 256 (47.2) 320 (45.1) 3021 (41.8)
Other cancer-specific 1 (1.4) 5 (0.9) 7 (1.0) 95 (1.3)
Other (noncancer) 6 (8.6) 42 (7.7) 50 (7.1) 1160 (16.0)

aVital status percentage used the column head as the denominator; Cause of death used the number of deaths as the denominator.
CI, confidence interval; IQR, interquartile range; LDCT, lung cancer screening program; LNP, Lung Nodule Program; Max, maximum; MDC, multidisciplinary care
program; Min, minimum; Ref, reference.
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Program-based care sequentially increased over time,
from 3.7% in 2011 to 33.5% by 2021. Initially domi-
nated by the MDC, from 2016 onward program-based
care occurred predominantly through the LNP. The
LDCT program sequentially increased as the source of
lung cancer diagnoses as compared with LNP. The gap
between lung cancer detection through the LDCT versus
LNP reduced from a ratio of 1:6.8 in 2015 to 1:2.9 in
2021, suggesting wider reach of screening over time.
Women were more likely, Black persons and rural
dwellers less likely, to have their lung cancer diagnosed
through program-based care.

We previously reported the improved survival of
lung cancer patients in the two early detection programs,
compared with the MDC.11 However, given that care
within the MDC was more likely to be guideline-
concordant and associated with better survival than
care outside the MDC, that analysis was probably biased
to the null, under-estimating the value of implementing
these early detection programs.14 In the current analysis,
we report that aggregate and stage-stratified survival
were considerably better with program-based care, with
the hierarchy LDCT > LNP > MDC > nonprogram-based
care. Furthermore, mortality was substantially less likely
with program-based care.

Program-based care was successfully implemented in
this large, diverse community health care system, struc-
turally similar to systems where it is estimated that up to
85%ofpatients receive lung cancer care in theUS. The two
approaches to early detection- LDCT screening of osten-
sibly healthy individuals at high risk for lung cancer, and
guideline-concordant management of patients with inci-
dentally detected lung nodules- profoundly redistributed
lung cancer to earlier stage. Implementation within the
context of structured multidisciplinary decision-making,
as recommended, probably increases the likelihood of
safe and effective management, including optimal use of
curative-intent treatment.25,26
Limitations
The main limitations of this study are the retro-

spective design and use of tumor registry data to gain
access to the non-program-based care data. Inherent
weaknesses of this approach include missing data (such
as stage), the possibility of mis-classification bias, and
inability to attribute causality. The stage distribution of
our non-program-based cohort mirrors the US statistics,
including the proportion with unknown stage.1

Furthermore, we had no access to certain important
details such as patients’ performance status, patient-
clinician interactions and decision-making.

Although our findings are from a single regional
community-based health care system, multiple prior
reports from this health care system have been corrob-
orated by analyses of national and international data-
sets.11,12,27–30 For example, a recent analysis of the
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results-Medicare
database reported aggregate 3-year survival of 59.7% in
lung cancer patients who received an LDCT versus
58.2% in those diagnosed after an incidental lung nodule
versus 31.7% in a referent population, which is very
similar to our report of 61.0%, 50.0% and 26.0%,
respectively.12 The care delivery experience of our non-
program-based care cohort is probably consonant with
the experience of most US (and indeed, worldwide) lung
cancer patients, whose diagnosis is not made through
structured early detection programs and whose care is
often delivered without structured multidisciplinary
interaction.

Summary
Program-based lung cancer care was associated with

redistribution of lung cancer to earlier stage, greater
likelihood of treatment, use of curative-intent surgery,
adjuvant therapy, improved survival, reduced mortality,
and possibly, reduced lung cancer-specific mortality.
Furthermore exploration of this program-based
approach as a key strategy to decrease population-level
lung cancer mortality should be encouraged as a mat-
ter of public policy.
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